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human in the security loop
§ security managers attribute about 60% of security 

breaches to human error (2006 Computing Technology Industry Association survey)

§ SANS Top 20 Internet Security Vulnerabilities report 
began lists human vulnerabilities

§ increasing security concerns
§ social engineering attacks 
§ lack of compliance with organizational security policies

§
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when humans are necessary
§ knowledge difficult for a computer to reason about or 

process
§ recognizing faces in crowds 
§ noticing other humans who are acting suspiciously

§ knowledge about context
§ whether an email attachment is suspicious in a particular context

§ make some security-related configuration decisions
§ apply policies when 

§ difficult to encode all of the nuances of a policy
§ program a computer to handle special cases

§ a completely automated system might be too restrictive, 
inconvenient, expensive, or slow

§ manipulate or protect physical components
§ insert a smartcard into a reader and remove it before walking away

§ participating in authentication process
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Security in the wild: 
user strategies for managing security 
as an everyday, practical problem
Dourish, P., Grinter, E., Delgado de la Flor, J., and Joseph, 
M., “Security in the wild: user strategies for managing 
security as an everyday, practical problem,” Personal 
Ubiquitous Computing v8, n6 (Nov. 2004), pp. 391-401
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experience of security: as a barrier
“Security systems typically attempt to introduce barriers to 
action while HCI designers attempt to remove such barriers.”
akin to a gate or a locked door
various threats become co-constructed as the common 
entities against which security protects
§ security and spam are two aspects of the same problem
§ imagine and seek unitary solutions
§ so what?

§ solutions that solve only one problem could be rejected as “partial”
§ technology deployed to solve one problem can be interpreted as protection 

against others
§ expectation failures
§ mistaken assumptions
§ focus on one aspect of the problem blinding to others
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experience of security: 
online and offline

§ leakage of information between online and offline
§ inadvertent information disclosure online could create a threat offline

§ personal security: stalkers

§ physical manifestation of their computing environment
§ networked printer troubleshooting
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attitudes towards security
§ frustration

§ younger participants more likely to report encountering situations in which security services proved 
problematic, hindering rather than helping their activities
§ circumvent security technologies in order to get their work done
§ talk of security in terms of its costs and benefits
§ security measures can interfere with the work

§ study of teen use of SMS (Grinter and Eldridge, 2003)
§ never turned their phones off
§ rarely used their password to log back onto the phone after a reboot
§ need to take their mobile phone to the nearest service center to get the password reset
§ frustration with missing out on SMS’ and other activities without the phone

§ persistence of security in interrupting user in order to insist that something be done
§ security is either something unmentioned, or it is something to be dealt with suddenly and immediately

§ pragmatism
§ use known insecure technologies where they felt that the risks were justified

§ futility
§ reference to the unknown others (hackers, stalkers, etc.) who will “always be one step ahead”
§ always new attacks to be diverted
§ security lying not so much in technology as in vigilance
§ frustration: one is continually “running to stay in the same place”; “due diligence” in organizations
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practice of security: delegating security
1.delegate to technology: SSL, SSH, switched Ethernet, etc.

§ least common way of delegation
§ if could turn a technically working security system into an individually workable solution

§ depends on visible presence of technology to be trusted

2.delegate to another individual: e.g., colleague, family member, 
roommate
§ for personally owned devices
§ “technical friend”grounded in a series of positive experiences

3. delegate to an organization
§ skills and especially the vigilance of the organization in which people place their trust
§ more trust may be accorded to external organizations

4.delegate to institutions
§ trust that certain types of institutions, would take appropriate security measures
§ impressions formed about institutions are carried over to online security

§ temporal aspect
§ delegates were still invoked as the guarantor of security, even if they were not there any more
§ work practices of groups often “grow over” the underlying security, with no-one concerned
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practice of security: secure actions
§ institutional means to secure communications

§ signature file that states the legal and illegal uses of the contents of the message
§ mitigate the risks of information leaks by securing the consequences of those leaks by 

marking the messages
§ migration of email to a formal means of corporate communications

§ “I took the actions you requested”
§ Using “cryptic” email was a easier to do than using a security tool to encrypt the information

§ media switching as a security measure
§ from email to the telephone when the most sensitive of topics came up
§ teenagers switching from SMS to telephone for most confidential of conversations
§ why telephone?

§ less vulnerable medium than email
§ ephemeral
§ privacy and confidentiality

§ security incorporated into working practices
§ legal staff use of the access control settings for shared directories as a means of 

communications
§ did not have to know specifically to whom they had to send the files (unlike email)
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practice of security: holistic security management
physical arrangement of space: separating confidential data from 
interactions with visitors

§ computer screen to point away from the first point of entry into the 
office

§ sensitive paper documents by monitor but not for visitors
§ colored folders balance security and information access

§ desk separating office into front (visitors) and back (documents) 
parts
§ social conventions prevent breaches

§ examples: admin assistants to executives, managers
§ relationship between online and offline security
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practice of security: managing identity
§ production of identity

§ conscious of presenting themselves online
§ maintain many virtual identities as a way of controlling their visibility

§ partial identities for controlling identifiability and track-ability

§ interpretation of identity
§ individuals manage their own security but not always their own identity

§ executives and secretaries
§ mismatch between the e-mail address (bob@company.com) and its type

§ pressures on the mechanisms that allow people to control information disclosure
§ people act continually and simultaneously in multiple capacities

§ conventional “roles” fail to capture the fluid and especially the simultaneous 
nature of these capacities
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reframing security (for ubiquitous computing)

§ “what sorts of mathematical and technical guarantees can 
be made about the interaction between these components 
and channels?”

§ “is this computer system secure enough for what I want to 
do now?”

§ inherently implausible to specify, in advance of particular 
circumstances, what their security needs might be
§ needs arise only as a result of specific encounters between people, information, 

and activities.

§ place security decision-making back within the context in 
which it makes sense as a practical matter
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implications for design
§ protection and sharing of information are two aspects of 

the same task
§ e.g., switching media from email to the telephone during a discussion or using 

cryptic email
§ should use the same mechanisms to share information as to protect it

§ extent to which people are able to monitor and understand 
the potential consequences of their actions
§ e.g., installing a firewall and then running an unencrypted wireless network
§ visibility of system behavior on users’ terms
§ security implications of the current configuration of technologies at their 

disposal
§ security highly visible, rather than transparent

§ visibility expression should fit users’ activities and needs at the time

§ security is a mutual achievement of multiple parties
§ scope of security is collaborative
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modelling humans in security

Lorrie Faith Cranor, 2008, “A framework for reasoning 
about the human in the loop,” In Proceedings of the 1st 
Conference on Usability, Psychology, and Security 
(UPSEC'08), Elizabeth Churchill and Rachna Dhamija 
(Eds.). USENIX Association, Berkeley, CA, USA, 15 pages.
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human threats
§ adversaries
§ non-malicious humans

§ don’t understand when or how to perform security-related tasks
§ unmotivated to perform security-related tasks or comply with security policies
§ not capable of making sound security decisions
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human-in-the-loop security framework
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 

too restrictive, inconvenient, expensive, or slow. Some 

secure systems rely on humans to manipulate or protect 

physical components, for example, insert a smartcard 

into a reader and remove it before walking away from 

the computer. When secure systems rely on the use of 

secrets, humans must typically store and protect the 

secrets, and produce them when needed. In addition, 

most systems that restrict access to only certain humans 

rely on those humans to participate in the authentication 

process.  

When secure systems rely on humans in the loop to 

perform security-critical functions, threats to system 

security include not only malicious attackers, but also 

non-malicious humans who don’t understand when or 

how to perform security-related tasks, humans who are 

unmotivated to perform security-related tasks or com-

ply with security policies, and humans who are not ca-

pable of making sound security decisions. To protect 

against these threats, we must systematically analyze 

the human role in a secure system to identify potential 

failure modes and find ways to reduce the likelihood of 

failure. In this paper we propose a framework for rea-

soning about the human in the loop in a secure system. 

In Section 2 we provide an overview of the framework 

and describe its components. In Section 3 we explain 

how to apply the framework, and show how it can be 

applied to make recommendations in two different set-

tings. We discuss related work in Section 4 and discuss 

our conclusions and future work in Section 5. 

2. The framework 

The human-in-the-loop security framework is designed 

to help us understand the behavior of humans whom we 

expect to perform security-critical functions. We are 

primarily interested in understanding the behavior of 

non-malicious humans—those who intend to maintain 

the security of a system as well as those who are indif-

ferent to system security, but do not intend to attack the 

system. While this framework provides some insights 

into the behavior of attackers, traditional computer se-

curity threat modeling techniques may be better suited 

to identifying vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit.  

The human-in-the-loop security framework is based on 

a simple communication-processing model in which a 

communication is sent to a receiver (the human user), 

triggering some behavior, as shown in Figure 1. What 

behavior occurs is dependent on the outcome of several 

information processing steps taken by the receiver, as 

well as the personal characteristics of the receiver and 

the influence of communication impediments. Our 

framework is built on the Communication-Human In-

formation Processing (C-HIP) model from the warnings 

science literature [37]. More general transmission mod-

els of communication are discussed in the communica-

tion theory literature [19]. We discuss the ways our 

framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-

Figure 1. The human-in-the-loop security framework 
adopted from [2]
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types of communication
§ warnings alert users to take immediate action to avoid a hazard

§ active or passive, used only when impossible to protect user from a hazard
§ should: get user attention, provide clear instructions how to avoid the hazard

§ notices inform users about characteristics of an entity or object
§ examples: privacy policies, SSL certificates
§ used by users to evaluate an entity and decide whether to interact or not

§ status indicators inform users about system status information
§ examples: taskbar and menu bar indicators that show whether Bluetooth has been enabled or 

whether anti-virus software is up to date, file permissions

§ training teach users about security threats and how to respond to them
§ examples: tutorials, games, instruction manuals, web sites, emails, seminars, courses, and 

videos
§ users learn concepts and procedures, remember what they learned, and recognize situations 

where they need to apply them

§ policies: documents that inform users about system or organizational policies that they are 
expected to comply with
§ examples: password policies, information/document protection policies
§ users must recognize situations where the policy is applicable, understand how to apply the 

policy, and have the capability and motivation to comply.
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 

too restrictive, inconvenient, expensive, or slow. Some 

secure systems rely on humans to manipulate or protect 

physical components, for example, insert a smartcard 

into a reader and remove it before walking away from 

the computer. When secure systems rely on the use of 

secrets, humans must typically store and protect the 

secrets, and produce them when needed. In addition, 

most systems that restrict access to only certain humans 

rely on those humans to participate in the authentication 

process.  

When secure systems rely on humans in the loop to 

perform security-critical functions, threats to system 

security include not only malicious attackers, but also 

non-malicious humans who don’t understand when or 

how to perform security-related tasks, humans who are 

unmotivated to perform security-related tasks or com-

ply with security policies, and humans who are not ca-

pable of making sound security decisions. To protect 

against these threats, we must systematically analyze 

the human role in a secure system to identify potential 

failure modes and find ways to reduce the likelihood of 

failure. In this paper we propose a framework for rea-

soning about the human in the loop in a secure system. 

In Section 2 we provide an overview of the framework 

and describe its components. In Section 3 we explain 

how to apply the framework, and show how it can be 

applied to make recommendations in two different set-

tings. We discuss related work in Section 4 and discuss 

our conclusions and future work in Section 5. 

2. The framework 

The human-in-the-loop security framework is designed 

to help us understand the behavior of humans whom we 

expect to perform security-critical functions. We are 

primarily interested in understanding the behavior of 

non-malicious humans—those who intend to maintain 

the security of a system as well as those who are indif-

ferent to system security, but do not intend to attack the 

system. While this framework provides some insights 

into the behavior of attackers, traditional computer se-

curity threat modeling techniques may be better suited 

to identifying vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit.  

The human-in-the-loop security framework is based on 

a simple communication-processing model in which a 

communication is sent to a receiver (the human user), 

triggering some behavior, as shown in Figure 1. What 

behavior occurs is dependent on the outcome of several 

information processing steps taken by the receiver, as 

well as the personal characteristics of the receiver and 

the influence of communication impediments. Our 

framework is built on the Communication-Human In-

formation Processing (C-HIP) model from the warnings 

science literature [37]. More general transmission mod-

els of communication are discussed in the communica-

tion theory literature [19]. We discuss the ways our 

framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-

Figure 1. The human-in-the-loop security framework 
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active vs. passive communications

§ active -- interrupt the user’s primary task and force them 
to pay attention

§ passive -- available but easily ignored

§ design considerations
§ severity of the risks
§ need for user’s action(s)
§ frequency
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communication impediments

§ environmental stimuli -- communications and activities that 
may divert the user’s attention away from the security 
communication
§ examples: other communications, ambient light and noise, primary task
§ interplay between passivity of the communication and the environmental stimuli

§ interference -- anything that may prevent a communication 
from being received as the sender intended
§ examples: malicious attackers, technology failures, or environmental stimuli that 

obscure the communication.
§
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 

too restrictive, inconvenient, expensive, or slow. Some 

secure systems rely on humans to manipulate or protect 

physical components, for example, insert a smartcard 

into a reader and remove it before walking away from 

the computer. When secure systems rely on the use of 

secrets, humans must typically store and protect the 

secrets, and produce them when needed. In addition, 

most systems that restrict access to only certain humans 

rely on those humans to participate in the authentication 

process.  

When secure systems rely on humans in the loop to 

perform security-critical functions, threats to system 

security include not only malicious attackers, but also 

non-malicious humans who don’t understand when or 

how to perform security-related tasks, humans who are 

unmotivated to perform security-related tasks or com-

ply with security policies, and humans who are not ca-

pable of making sound security decisions. To protect 

against these threats, we must systematically analyze 

the human role in a secure system to identify potential 

failure modes and find ways to reduce the likelihood of 

failure. In this paper we propose a framework for rea-

soning about the human in the loop in a secure system. 
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the security of a system as well as those who are indif-

ferent to system security, but do not intend to attack the 

system. While this framework provides some insights 

into the behavior of attackers, traditional computer se-

curity threat modeling techniques may be better suited 

to identifying vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit.  

The human-in-the-loop security framework is based on 

a simple communication-processing model in which a 

communication is sent to a receiver (the human user), 

triggering some behavior, as shown in Figure 1. What 

behavior occurs is dependent on the outcome of several 

information processing steps taken by the receiver, as 

well as the personal characteristics of the receiver and 

the influence of communication impediments. Our 

framework is built on the Communication-Human In-

formation Processing (C-HIP) model from the warnings 

science literature [37]. More general transmission mod-

els of communication are discussed in the communica-

tion theory literature [19]. We discuss the ways our 

framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-

Figure 1. The human-in-the-loop security framework 
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human receiver
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 

too restrictive, inconvenient, expensive, or slow. Some 

secure systems rely on humans to manipulate or protect 

physical components, for example, insert a smartcard 

into a reader and remove it before walking away from 

the computer. When secure systems rely on the use of 

secrets, humans must typically store and protect the 

secrets, and produce them when needed. In addition, 

most systems that restrict access to only certain humans 

rely on those humans to participate in the authentication 

process.  
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In Section 2 we provide an overview of the framework 

and describe its components. In Section 3 we explain 

how to apply the framework, and show how it can be 

applied to make recommendations in two different set-

tings. We discuss related work in Section 4 and discuss 

our conclusions and future work in Section 5. 

2. The framework 

The human-in-the-loop security framework is designed 

to help us understand the behavior of humans whom we 

expect to perform security-critical functions. We are 

primarily interested in understanding the behavior of 

non-malicious humans—those who intend to maintain 

the security of a system as well as those who are indif-

ferent to system security, but do not intend to attack the 

system. While this framework provides some insights 

into the behavior of attackers, traditional computer se-

curity threat modeling techniques may be better suited 

to identifying vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit.  

The human-in-the-loop security framework is based on 

a simple communication-processing model in which a 

communication is sent to a receiver (the human user), 

triggering some behavior, as shown in Figure 1. What 

behavior occurs is dependent on the outcome of several 

information processing steps taken by the receiver, as 

well as the personal characteristics of the receiver and 

the influence of communication impediments. Our 

framework is built on the Communication-Human In-

formation Processing (C-HIP) model from the warnings 

science literature [37]. More general transmission mod-

els of communication are discussed in the communica-

tion theory literature [19]. We discuss the ways our 

framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-

Figure 1. The human-in-the-loop security framework 

adopted from [2]
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communication delivery
§ attention switch -- the user has to notice 

the communication
§ attention maintenance -- pay attention long enough to 

process the communication
§ examples: recognize an indicator, read/watch/listen tutorial/policy/warning

§ impacted by 
§ environmental stimuli
§ interference
§ communication characteristics
§ habituation -- the tendency for the impact of a stimulus to decrease over time as 

people become more accustomed to it

§ most users don’t notice security indicators in software they 
use regularly
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 
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applied to make recommendations in two different set-
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into the behavior of attackers, traditional computer se-

curity threat modeling techniques may be better suited 

to identifying vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit.  
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a simple communication-processing model in which a 

communication is sent to a receiver (the human user), 

triggering some behavior, as shown in Figure 1. What 

behavior occurs is dependent on the outcome of several 

information processing steps taken by the receiver, as 

well as the personal characteristics of the receiver and 

the influence of communication impediments. Our 

framework is built on the Communication-Human In-

formation Processing (C-HIP) model from the warnings 

science literature [37]. More general transmission mod-

els of communication are discussed in the communica-

tion theory literature [19]. We discuss the ways our 

framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-

Figure 1. The human-in-the-loop security framework 
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communication processing
§ comprehension --- ability to understand the 

communication
§ contributing factors: familiarity with indicator symbols, their similarity to related 

symbols, conceptual complexity, vocabulary and sentence structure
§ short, jargon-free sentences, use of familiar symbols, and unambiguous 

statements about risk

§ knowledge acquisition --- ability to learn what to do in 
response to the communication
§ what specific steps to take to avoid the hazard?
§ unless users have received previous training they are unlikely to know what 

they are supposed to do when they see the warning
§ specific instructions on how to avoid the hazard

§ challenges
§ difficult to write about computer security concepts without technical jargon
§ security-related concepts are difficult to represent clearly with icons.
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 

too restrictive, inconvenient, expensive, or slow. Some 

secure systems rely on humans to manipulate or protect 

physical components, for example, insert a smartcard 

into a reader and remove it before walking away from 
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framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-

Figure 1. The human-in-the-loop security framework 
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application
§ knowledge retention --- ability to remember the 

communication when a situation arises in which the user 
needs to apply it, and to recognize and recall the meaning 
of symbols or instructions
§ factors: frequency and familiarity of the communication, long-term memory 

abilities, and the level of interactivity of training activities.

§ knowledge transfer --- ability to recognize situations 
where the communication is applicable and figure out how 
to apply it
§ factors: level of interactivity of training activities, the degree of similarity 

between training examples and situations where knowledge should be applied
§ may be unnecessary if there is no need to figure out on their own when a 

warning is applicable
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personal variables
§ demographics and personal characteristics: 

age, gender, culture, education, occupation, and 
disabilities.
§ Who these humans are likely to be and what their personal characteristics 

suggest about how they are likely to behave?

§ knowledge and experience:
education, occupation, and prior experience

§ impact a user’s ability to comprehend and apply 
communications, and their intention and capability to act

§ example: experts
§ understand complicated instructions
§ second-guess security warnings and, perhaps erroneously, conclude that the 

situation is less risky than it actually is
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 

too restrictive, inconvenient, expensive, or slow. Some 

secure systems rely on humans to manipulate or protect 

physical components, for example, insert a smartcard 

into a reader and remove it before walking away from 

the computer. When secure systems rely on the use of 

secrets, humans must typically store and protect the 

secrets, and produce them when needed. In addition, 

most systems that restrict access to only certain humans 

rely on those humans to participate in the authentication 

process.  

When secure systems rely on humans in the loop to 

perform security-critical functions, threats to system 

security include not only malicious attackers, but also 

non-malicious humans who don’t understand when or 

how to perform security-related tasks, humans who are 

unmotivated to perform security-related tasks or com-

ply with security policies, and humans who are not ca-

pable of making sound security decisions. To protect 

against these threats, we must systematically analyze 

the human role in a secure system to identify potential 

failure modes and find ways to reduce the likelihood of 

failure. In this paper we propose a framework for rea-

soning about the human in the loop in a secure system. 

In Section 2 we provide an overview of the framework 

and describe its components. In Section 3 we explain 

how to apply the framework, and show how it can be 

applied to make recommendations in two different set-

tings. We discuss related work in Section 4 and discuss 

our conclusions and future work in Section 5. 

2. The framework 

The human-in-the-loop security framework is designed 

to help us understand the behavior of humans whom we 

expect to perform security-critical functions. We are 

primarily interested in understanding the behavior of 

non-malicious humans—those who intend to maintain 

the security of a system as well as those who are indif-

ferent to system security, but do not intend to attack the 

system. While this framework provides some insights 

into the behavior of attackers, traditional computer se-

curity threat modeling techniques may be better suited 

to identifying vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit.  

The human-in-the-loop security framework is based on 

a simple communication-processing model in which a 

communication is sent to a receiver (the human user), 

triggering some behavior, as shown in Figure 1. What 

behavior occurs is dependent on the outcome of several 

information processing steps taken by the receiver, as 

well as the personal characteristics of the receiver and 

the influence of communication impediments. Our 

framework is built on the Communication-Human In-

formation Processing (C-HIP) model from the warnings 

science literature [37]. More general transmission mod-

els of communication are discussed in the communica-

tion theory literature [19]. We discuss the ways our 

framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-

Figure 1. The human-in-the-loop security framework 
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intentions
§ behavioral compliance models
§ attitudes and beliefs 

§ beliefs about the accuracy of the communication
§ whether the user should pay attention to the communication
§ user’s ability to complete recommended actions successfully (self-efficacy)
§ whether recommended actions will be effective (response-efficacy)
§ how long it will take to complete recommended actions
§ user’s general attitude towards the communication (trust, annoyance, etc.)

§ Motivation --- the incentives users have to take the 
appropriate action and to do it carefully or properly

§ relevant considerations
§ conflict with primary task & goals
§ security delays in the primary task
§ past experience with security communications (FPs)
§ organizational incentives
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 

too restrictive, inconvenient, expensive, or slow. Some 

secure systems rely on humans to manipulate or protect 

physical components, for example, insert a smartcard 

into a reader and remove it before walking away from 

the computer. When secure systems rely on the use of 

secrets, humans must typically store and protect the 

secrets, and produce them when needed. In addition, 

most systems that restrict access to only certain humans 

rely on those humans to participate in the authentication 

process.  

When secure systems rely on humans in the loop to 

perform security-critical functions, threats to system 

security include not only malicious attackers, but also 

non-malicious humans who don’t understand when or 

how to perform security-related tasks, humans who are 

unmotivated to perform security-related tasks or com-

ply with security policies, and humans who are not ca-

pable of making sound security decisions. To protect 

against these threats, we must systematically analyze 

the human role in a secure system to identify potential 

failure modes and find ways to reduce the likelihood of 

failure. In this paper we propose a framework for rea-

soning about the human in the loop in a secure system. 

In Section 2 we provide an overview of the framework 

and describe its components. In Section 3 we explain 

how to apply the framework, and show how it can be 

applied to make recommendations in two different set-

tings. We discuss related work in Section 4 and discuss 

our conclusions and future work in Section 5. 

2. The framework 

The human-in-the-loop security framework is designed 

to help us understand the behavior of humans whom we 

expect to perform security-critical functions. We are 

primarily interested in understanding the behavior of 

non-malicious humans—those who intend to maintain 

the security of a system as well as those who are indif-

ferent to system security, but do not intend to attack the 

system. While this framework provides some insights 

into the behavior of attackers, traditional computer se-

curity threat modeling techniques may be better suited 

to identifying vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit.  

The human-in-the-loop security framework is based on 

a simple communication-processing model in which a 

communication is sent to a receiver (the human user), 

triggering some behavior, as shown in Figure 1. What 

behavior occurs is dependent on the outcome of several 

information processing steps taken by the receiver, as 

well as the personal characteristics of the receiver and 

the influence of communication impediments. Our 

framework is built on the Communication-Human In-

formation Processing (C-HIP) model from the warnings 

science literature [37]. More general transmission mod-

els of communication are discussed in the communica-

tion theory literature [19]. We discuss the ways our 

framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-
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motivating users in security tasks

§ easy to perform
§ minimize disruption of user’s workflow
§ taught to appreciate the consequences of security failures
§ address cultural norms resulting in disincentives
§ rewards and punishments in organizations
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 

too restrictive, inconvenient, expensive, or slow. Some 

secure systems rely on humans to manipulate or protect 

physical components, for example, insert a smartcard 

into a reader and remove it before walking away from 

the computer. When secure systems rely on the use of 

secrets, humans must typically store and protect the 

secrets, and produce them when needed. In addition, 

most systems that restrict access to only certain humans 

rely on those humans to participate in the authentication 

process.  

When secure systems rely on humans in the loop to 

perform security-critical functions, threats to system 

security include not only malicious attackers, but also 

non-malicious humans who don’t understand when or 

how to perform security-related tasks, humans who are 

unmotivated to perform security-related tasks or com-

ply with security policies, and humans who are not ca-

pable of making sound security decisions. To protect 

against these threats, we must systematically analyze 

the human role in a secure system to identify potential 

failure modes and find ways to reduce the likelihood of 

failure. In this paper we propose a framework for rea-

soning about the human in the loop in a secure system. 

In Section 2 we provide an overview of the framework 

and describe its components. In Section 3 we explain 

how to apply the framework, and show how it can be 

applied to make recommendations in two different set-

tings. We discuss related work in Section 4 and discuss 

our conclusions and future work in Section 5. 

2. The framework 

The human-in-the-loop security framework is designed 

to help us understand the behavior of humans whom we 

expect to perform security-critical functions. We are 

primarily interested in understanding the behavior of 

non-malicious humans—those who intend to maintain 

the security of a system as well as those who are indif-

ferent to system security, but do not intend to attack the 

system. While this framework provides some insights 

into the behavior of attackers, traditional computer se-

curity threat modeling techniques may be better suited 

to identifying vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit.  

The human-in-the-loop security framework is based on 

a simple communication-processing model in which a 

communication is sent to a receiver (the human user), 

triggering some behavior, as shown in Figure 1. What 

behavior occurs is dependent on the outcome of several 

information processing steps taken by the receiver, as 

well as the personal characteristics of the receiver and 

the influence of communication impediments. Our 

framework is built on the Communication-Human In-

formation Processing (C-HIP) model from the warnings 

science literature [37]. More general transmission mod-

els of communication are discussed in the communica-

tion theory literature [19]. We discuss the ways our 

framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-
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capabilities
§ specific knowledge, or cognitive or physical skills
§ special software or devices required in specific cases
§ example

§ remembering random-looking strings for password
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behavior
§ Gulf of Execution

§ example: updating AV
§ security communications should include clear instructions about how to execute 

the desired actions
§ proper use should be readily apparent

§ Gulf of Evaluation
§ examples: state of the personal firewall, file permissions, inserting smart card 

into a reader
§ relevant feedback for determining the outcome of the actions
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In some cases a completely automated system might be 

too restrictive, inconvenient, expensive, or slow. Some 

secure systems rely on humans to manipulate or protect 

physical components, for example, insert a smartcard 

into a reader and remove it before walking away from 

the computer. When secure systems rely on the use of 

secrets, humans must typically store and protect the 

secrets, and produce them when needed. In addition, 

most systems that restrict access to only certain humans 

rely on those humans to participate in the authentication 

process.  

When secure systems rely on humans in the loop to 

perform security-critical functions, threats to system 

security include not only malicious attackers, but also 

non-malicious humans who don’t understand when or 

how to perform security-related tasks, humans who are 

unmotivated to perform security-related tasks or com-

ply with security policies, and humans who are not ca-

pable of making sound security decisions. To protect 

against these threats, we must systematically analyze 

the human role in a secure system to identify potential 

failure modes and find ways to reduce the likelihood of 

failure. In this paper we propose a framework for rea-

soning about the human in the loop in a secure system. 

In Section 2 we provide an overview of the framework 

and describe its components. In Section 3 we explain 

how to apply the framework, and show how it can be 

applied to make recommendations in two different set-

tings. We discuss related work in Section 4 and discuss 

our conclusions and future work in Section 5. 

2. The framework 

The human-in-the-loop security framework is designed 

to help us understand the behavior of humans whom we 

expect to perform security-critical functions. We are 

primarily interested in understanding the behavior of 

non-malicious humans—those who intend to maintain 

the security of a system as well as those who are indif-

ferent to system security, but do not intend to attack the 

system. While this framework provides some insights 

into the behavior of attackers, traditional computer se-

curity threat modeling techniques may be better suited 

to identifying vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit.  

The human-in-the-loop security framework is based on 

a simple communication-processing model in which a 

communication is sent to a receiver (the human user), 

triggering some behavior, as shown in Figure 1. What 

behavior occurs is dependent on the outcome of several 

information processing steps taken by the receiver, as 

well as the personal characteristics of the receiver and 

the influence of communication impediments. Our 

framework is built on the Communication-Human In-

formation Processing (C-HIP) model from the warnings 

science literature [37]. More general transmission mod-

els of communication are discussed in the communica-

tion theory literature [19]. We discuss the ways our 

framework differs from the C-HIP model and explain 

the rationale behind developing a new framework in 

Section 4.  

We based our framework on a communication process-

ing model because security-related actions by non-
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designing for better behavior
§ types of error (Generic Error-Modeling System)

§ mistake -- action plan that won’t achieve the desired goal
§ example: trusting an attachment based on the sender

§ lapse -- forgetting to perform a planned action
§ example: skipping a step

§ slip -- perform an action incorrectly
§ examples: press a wrong button, select a wrong menu item

§ design considerations
§ minimize the number of steps necessary to complete the task
§ provide cues to guide users through the sequence of steps and prevent lapses
§ locate the necessary controls where they are accessible and arrange and label 

them so that they will not be mistaken for one another
§ consider whether an attacker might be able to exploit predictable user behavior,  

§ if so, find ways to encourage less predictable behavior or prevent users from 
behaving in ways that fit known patterns
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applying the framework

§ identify all of the points where the system relies on 
humans to perform security-critical functions

§ find ways to (partially) automate some of the security-
critical human tasks

§ identify potential failure modes for the remaining 
security- critical human tasks

§ find ways to prevent failures by determining how humans 
might be better supported in performing these tasks
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the interface components or hardware that must be ma-

nipulated to make sure the proper use of these compo-

nents is readily apparent. To minimize the gulf of 

evaluation, designers should make sure that software 

and devices provide relevant feedback so that users can 

determine whether their actions have resulted in the 

desired outcome. For example, after a usability study of 

cryptographic smart cards revealed that users have 

trouble figuring out how to insert these cards into card 

readers, Piazzalunga et al. recommended that visual 

cues be printed on the cards themselves (reducing the 

gulf of execution) and that the card readers provide 

feedback to indicate when a card has been properly 

inserted (reducing the gulf of evaluation) [27].  

James Reason developed the Generic Error-Modeling 

System (GEMS), a theory of human error that distin-

guishes three types of errors: mistakes, lapses, and 

slips. Mistakes occur when people formulate action 

plans that will not achieve the desired goal. For exam-

ple, a naïve user may decide to evaluate an email mes-

sage before opening an attachment by checking to see 

whether the message was sent by someone the user 

knows. However, this plan will result in a mistake when 

a friend’s computer is infected with a worm that propa-

gates by email messages to everyone in her address 

book. Lapses occur when people formulate suitable 

action plans, but then forget to perform a planned ac-

tion, for example skipping a step in a sequence of ac-

tions. Slips occur when people perform an action incor-

rectly, for example press the wrong button or select the 

wrong menu item [28].  

Good design can reduce the chance of mistakes, lapses, 

and slips. Designers should develop clear communica-

tions that convey specific instructions so as to reduce 

the chance that users will make mistakes while com-

pleting security-critical tasks. They should minimize 

the number of steps necessary to complete the task and, 

whenever possible, provide cues to guide users through 

the sequence of steps and prevent lapses. To prevent 

slips, designers should locate the necessary controls 

where they are accessible and arrange and label them so 

that they will not be mistaken for one another. 

Secure systems often rely on randomness to prevent 

attackers from exploiting predictable patterns to breach 

system security. Thus, failure can also occur at the be-

havior stage when users successfully perform the de-

sired actions, but do so in a manner that follows pre-

dictable patterns that an attacker might exploit. For ex-

ample, a number of studies on graphical passwords 

have found that users select these passwords according 

to predictable patterns. Davis et al. found that students 

using a graphical password system based on images of 

faces tended to select attractive faces from their own 

race. They demonstrated that an attacker who knows 

the race and gender of a user can use that knowledge to 

substantially reduce the number of guesses required to 

guess a password. Thorpe and van Oorschot found that 

many background images used in click-based graphical 

password schemes have a small number of popular “hot 

spots” from which users tend to select their password 

click points. They demonstrate techniques an attacker 

can use to learn what these hot spots are and substan-

tially reduce the number of guesses required to guess a 

password [34]. Designers should consider whether an 

attacker might be able to exploit predictable user behav-

ior, and if so, find ways to encourage less predictable 

behavior or prevent users from behaving in ways that fit 

known patterns (e.g. prohibit passwords that contain 

dictionary words).   

3. Applying the framework 

We designed the human-in-the-loop security framework 

to be used as part of a four-step iterative process in 

which human threats to system security are identified 

and mitigated. This process is illustrated in Figure 2. 

The human threat identification and mitigation process 

can be conducted at the design phase to proactively 

reduce opportunities for human security failures. It can 

also be conducted after a system has been implemented 

Figure 2. Human threat identification and mitigation process 

 

adopted from [2]
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Why Phishing Works

Rachna Dhamija, J. D. Tygar, and Marti Hearst, “Why 
phishing works,” In Proceedings of the SIGCHI conference 
on Human Factors in computing systems (CHI ’06), ACM, 
pp. 581-590.
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analysis of past phishing attacks
§ lack of knowledge

§ lack of computer system knowledge
§ www.ebay-members-security.com and www.ebay.com
§ e-mail headers

§ lack of knowledge of security and security indicators
§ padlock & HTTPS
§ browser chrome vs. web page
§ SSL cert verification

§ visual deception
§ visually deceptive text: www.paypai.com, www.paypa1.com

§ Unicode characters in domain names
§ images masking underlying text
§ images mimicking windows
§ windows masking underlying windows
§ deceptive look and feel

§ bounded attention
§ lack of attention to security indicators
§ lack of attention to the absence of security indicators
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Figure 1: Visual Security Indicators in Mozilla Firefox 

Browser v1.0.1 for Mac OS X. 

 

Our study primed participants to look for spoofs. Thus, 

these participants are likely better than “real-world” (un-

primed) users at detecting fraudulent web sites.  If our 

participants are fooled, real-world users are likely to also 

be fooled.   

We focus on factors that are important for evaluating 

website security and authenticity, rather than the phishing 

email that lures users to those websites.   (Several studies 

evaluate users’ ability to detect fraudulent phishing email 

[17, 22].   As discussed in the related work section, there 

is less empirical data on how users verify the security and 

authenticity of potentially fraudulent websites.)  

Collection and Selection of Phishing Websites 

Using a web archiving application, we collected approxi-

mately 200 unique phishing websites, including all related 

links, images and web pages up to three levels deep for 

each site. To find these sites, we used phishing email that 

we and our colleagues received in June and July 2005.  

MailFrontier, an anti-spam firm, provided us additional 
phishing URLs harvested from phishing email received 

between July 20 and July 26, 2005.   

We selected nine phishing attacks, representative in the 

types of targeted brands, the types of spoofing techniques, 

and the types of requested information.  We also created 

three phishing websites, using advanced attacks observed 

by organizations monitoring phishing attacks [3, 24], but 

otherwise not represented in our sample.  (Full descrip-

tions of these sites are in [6].)  

3.4.2 Study Design 

We used a within-subjects design, where every participant 

saw every website, but in randomized order.  Participants 

were seated in front of a computer in a University class-

room and laboratory.  We used an Apple G4 Powerbook 
laptop running MAC OS X (version 10.3.9). We used the 

Mozilla Firefox browser version 1.0.1 for Mac OS X.  

Firefox offers advanced security features (see Figure 1). 

We created a webpage describing the study scenario and 

giving instructions, followed by a randomized list of 

hyperlinks to websites labeled “Website 1”, “Website 2”, 

etc.  We intentionally did not label the hyperlinks with the 
name of the website or organization that was supposedly 

being linked to.  Therefore, participants had no expecta-

tions about the site that they were about to visit or about 

upcoming sites they would visit next. 

We presented participants with 20 websites; the first 19 

were in random order: 

• 7 legitimate websites 

• 9 representative phishing websites 

• 3 phishing websites constructed by us using addi-

tional phishing techniques   

• 1 website requiring users to accept a self-signed SSL 

certificate (this website was presented last to segue 
into an interview about SSL and certificates).  

Each website that we presented was fully functioning, 

with images, links and sub-pages that users could interact 

with as they normally would with any website. The ar-

chived phishing web pages were hosted on an Apache 

web server running on the computer that was used for the 

user study. The settings of the computer (i.e., hosts file, 

DNS settings, Apache configuration files) were modified 

so that the website appeared in the browser exactly as it 

did in the actual phishing attack, with the same website 

structure and same URL.  To display the legitimate web-
sites, we provided a hyperlink to the actual website. 

Scenario and Procedure 

We presented the following scenario to participants: 

“Imagine that you receive an email message that asks you 

to click on one of the following links. Imagine that you 

decide to click on the link to see if it is a legitimate web-

site or a "spoof" (a fraudulent copy of that website).” 

We told participants that they could interact with the web-

site as users usually would, that the websites were ran-

domly selected, and that they might see multiple copies of 

the same website.  We informed participants any website 

may be legitimate or not, independent of what they previ-

ously saw. 

Participants signed a consent form, answered basic demo-
graphic questions, and read the study scenario and in-

structions. We then showed them the list of linked web-

sites. As each website was viewed, we asked the partici-

pant to say if the site was legitimate or not, state their 

confidence in their evaluation (on a scale of 1-5) and their 

reasoning. Participants were encouraged to talk out loud 

and vocalize their decision process.  We also asked par-
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study methodology
§ task

§ presented 19 web sites of financial and e-com. companies
§ task: identify legitimate and fraudulent sites & describe the reasoning behind 

the decisions
§ primed to look for spoofs
§ 9 representative phishing sites from 200 unique
§ created 3 advanced phishing sites
§ +1 site with self signed cert

§ participants
§ 10 male + 12 female, 18-56 y/o, average 29.9. students and staff

§ experiments
§ within-subjects: every participant saw all websites in random order
§ thinking aloud
§ 1-5 Likert scale for confidence of the judgement
§ semi-structured interview about website and phishing experience, SSL certs
§ debriefing
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Figure 1: Visual Security Indicators in Mozilla Firefox 

Browser v1.0.1 for Mac OS X. 

 

Our study primed participants to look for spoofs. Thus, 

these participants are likely better than “real-world” (un-

primed) users at detecting fraudulent web sites.  If our 

participants are fooled, real-world users are likely to also 

be fooled.   

We focus on factors that are important for evaluating 

website security and authenticity, rather than the phishing 

email that lures users to those websites.   (Several studies 

evaluate users’ ability to detect fraudulent phishing email 

[17, 22].   As discussed in the related work section, there 

is less empirical data on how users verify the security and 

authenticity of potentially fraudulent websites.)  

Collection and Selection of Phishing Websites 

Using a web archiving application, we collected approxi-

mately 200 unique phishing websites, including all related 

links, images and web pages up to three levels deep for 

each site. To find these sites, we used phishing email that 

we and our colleagues received in June and July 2005.  

MailFrontier, an anti-spam firm, provided us additional 
phishing URLs harvested from phishing email received 

between July 20 and July 26, 2005.   

We selected nine phishing attacks, representative in the 

types of targeted brands, the types of spoofing techniques, 

and the types of requested information.  We also created 

three phishing websites, using advanced attacks observed 

by organizations monitoring phishing attacks [3, 24], but 

otherwise not represented in our sample.  (Full descrip-

tions of these sites are in [6].)  

3.4.2 Study Design 

We used a within-subjects design, where every participant 

saw every website, but in randomized order.  Participants 

were seated in front of a computer in a University class-

room and laboratory.  We used an Apple G4 Powerbook 
laptop running MAC OS X (version 10.3.9). We used the 

Mozilla Firefox browser version 1.0.1 for Mac OS X.  

Firefox offers advanced security features (see Figure 1). 

We created a webpage describing the study scenario and 

giving instructions, followed by a randomized list of 

hyperlinks to websites labeled “Website 1”, “Website 2”, 

etc.  We intentionally did not label the hyperlinks with the 
name of the website or organization that was supposedly 

being linked to.  Therefore, participants had no expecta-

tions about the site that they were about to visit or about 

upcoming sites they would visit next. 

We presented participants with 20 websites; the first 19 

were in random order: 

• 7 legitimate websites 

• 9 representative phishing websites 

• 3 phishing websites constructed by us using addi-

tional phishing techniques   

• 1 website requiring users to accept a self-signed SSL 

certificate (this website was presented last to segue 
into an interview about SSL and certificates).  

Each website that we presented was fully functioning, 

with images, links and sub-pages that users could interact 

with as they normally would with any website. The ar-

chived phishing web pages were hosted on an Apache 

web server running on the computer that was used for the 

user study. The settings of the computer (i.e., hosts file, 

DNS settings, Apache configuration files) were modified 

so that the website appeared in the browser exactly as it 

did in the actual phishing attack, with the same website 

structure and same URL.  To display the legitimate web-
sites, we provided a hyperlink to the actual website. 

Scenario and Procedure 

We presented the following scenario to participants: 

“Imagine that you receive an email message that asks you 

to click on one of the following links. Imagine that you 

decide to click on the link to see if it is a legitimate web-

site or a "spoof" (a fraudulent copy of that website).” 

We told participants that they could interact with the web-

site as users usually would, that the websites were ran-

domly selected, and that they might see multiple copies of 

the same website.  We informed participants any website 

may be legitimate or not, independent of what they previ-

ously saw. 

Participants signed a consent form, answered basic demo-
graphic questions, and read the study scenario and in-

structions. We then showed them the list of linked web-

sites. As each website was viewed, we asked the partici-

pant to say if the site was legitimate or not, state their 

confidence in their evaluation (on a scale of 1-5) and their 

reasoning. Participants were encouraged to talk out loud 

and vocalize their decision process.  We also asked par-
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results: stats
§ correctness

§ 6-18, mean 11.6

§ no statistically significant correlation between 
age/sex/education/usage/browser/OS/previous_use and 
correctness
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lock icon, contact information, updated copyright infor-

mation) in making their decision.  None of these partici-

pants mentioned the address bar or any other part of the 

browser chrome as factors in their judgments.  Later, each 

confirmed that they do not look at these regions of the 

browser.  For example, one said, “I never look at the let-
ters and numbers up there [in the address bar]. I’m not 

sure what they are supposed to say”.  

Participants in this category were at a disadvantage and 

received the five lowest scores (6, 7, 7, 9, 9).  Without 

looking at the URL, they could not recognize the differ-

ence between two sites that looked similar but that were 

hosted on different servers.  For example, when the phish-

ing page linked to a privacy policy hosted on a legitimate 

site, this group of participants confused the legitimate and 

bogus sites.  Phishers can exploit these users by creating 

what appears to be a rich and fully functioning website by 

linking to underlying pages on a legitimate site to boost 
credibility.  

Type 2: Content and domain name only 

36% (8) participants used the address bar to make judg-

ments in addition to the content factors mentioned above.  

This set of participants did not look for or notice any SSL 

indicators (including “HTTPS” in the address bar).  How-

ever, this category of users was at least aware when the 

address bar changed as they move from site to site.   They 

were able to distinguish addresses that contain IP numbers 

from those that contained domain names. Many did not 

know what an IP address is (participants referred to it as a 

“redirector address”, a “router number”, “ISP number”, 

“those number thingies in front of the name”), however, 
many of these participants had their suspicions heightened 

when they saw an IP address instead of a domain name. 

Type 3: Content and address, plus HTTPS 

9% (2) participants used the above factors but also relied 

on the presence of “HTTPS” in the address bar.  These 

participants did not notice or look for the SSL padlock 

icon.  In fact, one stated that she never noticed the SSL 

padlock icon in any browser chrome before this study 

(she was a Firefox and Safari user).  The other participant 

did use “HTTPS” in the address bar as a judgment factor, 

but incorrectly stated that site icons (favicons) in address 

bars indicate authenticity better because they “cannot be 

copied”.  

Type 4:  All of the above, plus padlock icon 

23% (5) participants relied on all of the above factors, but 

also looked for or noticed a padlock icon in the browser 

chrome. In the interview, we discovered that even if they 
noticed the padlock icon, some participants gave more 

credence to padlock icons that appeared within the con-

tent of the page.  

Type 5: All of above, plus certificates 

9% (2) participants relied on all of the above factors and 

also checked the certificate that was presented to their 

browser in our study.  Both said that they have checked 

certificates in the past and that they occasionally check 

them if they are uncertain about the site’s identity (e.g., 

when the browser presents a warning).  

Additional Strategies 

Two participants in our study stated that in general, they 

would only question a website’s legitimacy if more than 

the username and password was requested.  One partici-
pant actually submitted her username and password to 

some websites in order to verify if it was a site at which 

she had an account. She stated that this is a strategy that 

she has used reliably in practice to determine site authen-

ticity. Her reasoning was “What’s the harm?  Passwords 

are not dangerous to give out, like financial information 

is”.  This participant admitted she does use the same 

password for many sites, but never considered that pass-

words obtained at one website might be used for fraudu-

lent purposes at another site.  She used Type 1 strategies, 

with a score of 7 out of 19 of websites judged correctly.  

Another participant was at the other end of the spectrum. 

He opened up another browser window, where he typed in 

all URLs by hand in order to compare these pages to 

every website presented in the study.  He also occasion-

ally used Yahoo to search for the organization in question.  

He would click on the top search result and compare it to 

the website presented in the study.  He stated that ever 

since a family member was the victim of a PayPal phish-

ing attack, he now follows these steps in practice to pro-

tect himself.  He used Type 4 strategies and scored 18 out 

of 19 sites judged correctly.  

 
Figure 2: Mean Scores by Strategy Type (higher is better). 

Comparison of Mean Scores Between Strategy Types 

Figure 2 compares the mean number of websites judged 

correctly across strategy types. A one-way ANOVA re-
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results: strategies
1. security indicators in website content only (23%)

§ logos, layout and graphic design, presence of functioning links and images, 
types of information presented, language, and accuracy of information

§ “I never look at the letters and numbers up there [in the address bar]. I’m not 
sure what they are supposed to say”

§ lowest scores

2. #1 + domain name only (36%)
§ address bar and page content
§ distinguish host names from IP addresses
§ no HTTPS indicators

3. #2 + HTTPS (9%)
§ did not notice or look for the SSL padlock icon

4. #3 + padlock icon in the chrome (23%)
§ more credence to padlock in the content

5. #4 + certs (9%)
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adopted from [3]
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fooled most participants
§ 20 misjudged
§ 17 -- content

§ cute, level of detail, no much 
asked, video of the bear

§ link to pop-up from 
Verisign

§ Chinese version
§ “fake website could never be 

this good”

§ correctness of the URL
§ only one detected
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veals that correct judgment scores differed significantly as 

a function of strategy (F(4, 17) = 7.83, p =.001).  A Tukey 

post-hoc test reveals that the scores for Type 1 strategy 

users - those who use only the website content to deter-

mine legitimacy - differ significantly from Type 2, 4 and 

5 strategy users. 

Website Difficulty 

After participants judged each website as legitimate or 

not, we asked them to rate how confident they were of 
this decision (on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 was the least 

confident and 5 was the most confident). In general, par-

ticipants were very confident of their decisions, whether 

they were correct or incorrect.  The lowest average confi-

dence level is 3.0. 

Table 2 shows the websites ranked from most difficult 

(highest number of incorrect judgments) to least difficult 

(highest number of correct judgments), the average confi-

dence level for each judgment, and the spoofing (fraudu-

lent sites) or security (legitimate sites) strategies used.  

Figure 3: Bank of the West Phishing Site 

Phishing Websites 

Figure 3 shows the phishing website that fooled the most 

participants is an exact replica of the Bank of the West 

homepage. The website is hosted at 

“www.bankofthevvest.com”, with two “v”s instead of a 

“w” in the domain name.  

90.9% (20 participants) incorrectly judged this to be the 

legitimate Bank of the West website.  17 participants 

mentioned the content of the page as one reason for their 

decision.  For many participants the “cute” design, the 

level of detail and the fact that the site does not ask for a 
great deal of information were the most convincing fac-

tors.  Two participants mentioned the animated bear video 

that appears on the page, (e.g., “because that would take a 

lot of effort to copy”).  Participants in general found this 

animation appealing and many reloaded the page just to 

see the animation again.  

8 participants relied on links to other sites to support their 
decisions.  6 of these clicked on the Verisign logo:  when 

clicked, a window popped up a window displaying an 

SSL protected webpage, hosted at Verisign, that shows 

the SSL certificate status of www.bankofthewest.com.  

Unfortunately, any site can provide a link to this popup 

page3 in order to gain credibility.  A participant must 

compare the URL displayed in the popup to the URL in 

the address bar to detect that they are not referring to the 

same website. 

One participant clicked on a link to display the Chinese 

version of this website, which linked to the actual Bank of 

the West website.  Her native language is Chinese, and 
she believed that a “fake website could never be this 

good”.  One participant clicked on a link to a “consumer 

alert”, a link to the real website that describes tips for 

protecting against phishing attacks.  

In fact, three participants said the correctness of the URL 

was the primary factor in deciding that this was a legiti-

mate site. One of these was a Bank of the West account 

holder.  He used a Type 5 strategy (i.e., used all browser 

security indicators) and had expert security knowledge. 

He stated that the use of “BOW/index.html” in the URL 

matched his memory of the legitimate web site.  This in-
dicates that even users who are knowledgeable and have 

familiarity with the website can be fooled by visual de-

ception attacks.   

9.1% (2 participants) correctly judged this to be a spoof 

site.  Only one participant detected the double “v” in the 

domain name (she was the oldest participant in the 53-58 

age range and used a Type 2 strategy with no security 

knowledge). One participant noticed an outdated date in 

the content of the webpage (many phishing sites display 

the date at which the page was copied from the original). 

Participant Knowledge of Phishing and Security 

We used participant responses to the websites to guide a 

semi-structured interview about their knowledge of 

browser security indicators and of phishing in general. 

Knowledge and Experience with Phishing. 7 participants 

had never heard the term “phishing” before this study 

(some participants seemed genuinely surprised that these 

attacks even occur). However, all participants said that 

they do receive spam email that asks them to visit a web 

                                                             

3https://seal.verisign.com/splash?form_file=fdf/splash.fdf&dn=
WWW.BANKOFTHEWEST.COM&lang=en 
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exit interview
§ knowledge and experience with phishing
§ knowledge and use of padlock icon and HTTPs
§ knowledge and use of Firefox SSL indicators
§ knowledge and use of certificates
§ new understanding of users

§ lack of knowledge of web fraud
§ erroneous security knowledge
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conclusions
§ a usable design must take into account what humans do 

well and what they do not do well.
§ it is not sufficient for security indicators to appear only 

under trusted conditions,
§ it is equally, if not more, important to alert users to the un- 

trusted state.
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